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Abstract: Now a days, in each year thousands of car accidents
occurs in India. Therefore, most of the automobile companies
tries to give best Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) to
avoid the accidents. The lane detection is one of the approach to
design the ADAS, if the vehicles follows the lane then there is less
chance to get an accident. The detected information of lane path is
used for controlling the vehicles and giving alerts to drivers.
Therefore most of the researchers are attracted towards this field.
But, due to the varying road conditions, it is very difficult to detect
the lane. The computer vision and machine learning approaches
are presents in most of the articles. In this paper, a seed method is
designed for the road picture segmentation for the multi-lane
detection. The sparking method is applied to the segmented image
to increase the speed of computer. In this proposed method, the
target grids are selected form the road lane. Distance is calculated
for road and lane. Based on the distance measure, the optimal
segments are chosen, following an iterative procedure. The
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are considered for the
performance point of view for this paper. The calculated
maximum detected accuracy is 98.89 %.
Keywords : Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) ,
Sparking Method, Region Based Iterative Seed, Segmentation,
Multilane Classification, Multilane Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every year, there are a large number of auto crashes in the
India. These accidents affect numerous lives. There are a wide
range of sorts of accidents, including back end crashes, side
swipes, head on impacts, crashes with static obstacles,
mishaps while blending or moving to another lane, and
driving off the street. To avoid these types of accidents, in
India it is mandatory to use seat belt, air bags, lower speed
limits, stricter vehicle safety requirements have all helped to
reduce the number of accidents. Most of the road accidents
are occurs in traffic conditions. These types of accidents
occur due to driver’s carelessness and tiredness. Drivers need
to focus on different conditions, including vehicle speed and
direction, the separation between vehicles, passing vehicles,
and potential risky or uncommon events ahead. Also the
Accidents occurs due to the who use cell phones while
driving, drink and drive, etc.[2] A failure to properly control
the vehicle in such a case could lead to an crash. To avoid and
reduce the accidents, in last few years an intelligent on-board
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system plays a very important role. These systems are said to
be Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs), as they
assists the driver in marked decisions, implement
counteractive measures, and provide signals in possibly
dangerous driving situations.
The ADAS system uses the cameras to track the lanes is
used in most of the applications. This ADAS system gives
notification to the driver if he is driving outside the lens
unintentionally and takes automatic action to avoid wrong
lane path. The secure driving tasks are relying upon the
vehicle's driver. The position of a vehicle is depends on the
road lane markings which helps to ADAS for the
identification of vehicle. The presentation of path following
depends on lighting conditions, path markings quality, and
climatic components, similar to day off, and downpour. The
plane of the road may perhaps vary in emergence due to
neighboring trees, shadows casted by vehicles, tyre markings
and construction material used [5]. Therefore it is more
chances for wrong classification of getting the information of
road markings. It is a challenge to identify the lane markings
in the vehicle markings, also the lane marking sometimes
completely disappears due to the heavy traffic conditions. It is
also difficult to identify the side lanes due to the heavy traffic.
Most of the papers presents the detection of ego lane instead
of side lane. The traditional computer vision techniques are
used for the most of lane detection in which hand-made
highlights are planned by difficult procedure offline tuning.
For the machine learning and for computer vision the lane
detection is the most hot topic which is applied to the
intelligent vehicle systems. It is very important to self-driving
vehicles to identify the particular lane. These days, computer
stereo vision has been predominantly used for improving the
accuracy of the lane location system. Path recognition
framework is utilized in different applications, as LDW, path
bobbing identification, and blind spot checking. The line and
edge detection is the main task for lane detection. In recent
years, lane detection is attracted by many researchers and
many works had been implemented for detecting the lane.
Over the most recent couple of decades, several lane
recognition methodologies are presented dependent on
different sensors, similar to lidar, camera, and GPS. There are
three steps of the lane detection system namely lane model
fitting, feature extraction and tracking. Different systems, for
example, color information, learning approaches, steerable
filters, etc. are used for removing lane features by preparing
the input pictures. Lane detection procedures utilizing
hand-crafted features are utilized for identifying conventional
shapes of markings and attempt
to fit a spline or line for
localizing lanes [7].
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Fig. 1. Example of Lane Detection System.
Deep learning approaches have shown familiar in computer
vision as well as lane detection. The CNN and Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) are developed for detecting lane
boundaries [8]. This article proposes an area based iterative
seed division for the segmentation for multi-path
identification. In the first step the input lane image is
partitioned into two parts. In the first part of partition the road
image is presents and in the second part the lane image is
present. And for this partition purpose the Bhattacharya
distance separation is used. The minimum distance image is
lane image and maximum distance image is road image. After
the partition of an image the sparking method is performed for
the segmentation from the multi-lane input image. Thus, the
proposed region based iterative seed segmentation method
performs the multi-lane detection by segmenting the lane
regions that are determined optimally based on an iterative
procedure. The contribution of this research work towards the
multi-lane detection is developing a novel segmentation
method, named region based iterative seed, for the detection
of multi-lanes from the images based on an iterative approach
that depends on the Bhattacharya distance, and the
neighborhood distance measures.
The remainder of the work is sorted out as pursues: Section
1 is the introduction of proposed system. Segment 2 shows the
proposed methods are used while designing this article. The
evolutional matrices are presents in Segment 3. Section 4
shows the Experimental results of the proposed system. At
last, the conclusion is presents in segment 5.

Fig. 2. Different Lines on the Road.
The dataset is taken from KITTI vision benchmark dataset
[29] for lane detection. This benchmark dataset has been
created by Jannik Fritsch and Tobias Kuehnl from Honda
Research Institute Europe GmbH. The road and lane
estimation benchmark comprises of 289 training and 290 test
images. The images of the road scenes fall under three
categories, and they are urban unmarked, urban multiple
marked lanes, and urban marked.

II. PROPOSED METHODS
This section describes the proposed multi-lane detection
methods and recognition for driver assistance systems.
A. Road Lane Pictures Detection
Road lane pictures detection is most complicated work.
Most of the researchers either uses the color information or
shape information to detect the road lane. It is hard to catch a
great picture for street path detection which contains
increasingly number of surface or highlights of the picture.
Yet, in this framework we get the street path pictures with
adequate sharpness and resolution, Less number of artifacts in
infrared light. Additionally we get appropriate light of inside
street path design. In this step the street path picture was
taken by great camera with 14 megapixels, so that there was a
decent circulation of pictures taken under various lighting
conditions and at various edges.
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram of Proposed System.

B. Pre-processing and De-Noising
The per-processing stage is utilized to improve the various
parameters an lane detection pictures, for example, contrast,
intensity, signal to noise ratio, etc. Additionally it is utilized to
expand the nature of a picture because of undesired
distortions.
This
progression
upgrades the features of lane
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detection picture which are required for further handling. It
just upgrades the nature of picture, it doesn't expands the data
substance of a picture. The intensity range of an lane picture is
standardized to [0 1]. This range of intensity values
demonstrates the most intensity value by partitioning all
intensity values. The diffusion filter process is clarified in
[11] is utilized to expand the intensity and contrast of an lane
picture. The signal to noise ratio of lane picture is improved
with the assistance of anisotropic dispersion filter. The
instrument which is utilized for this reason for existing is
MatLab understand the numerous brightness transformations.
The noises shot and impulse noise are rejected by the median
filter. To find the rank-order information and spatial
information of an iris image a weighted median (WM) filter is
used and this is one of the type of median filter.
C. Image Segmentation Using Sparking Method
Presently the caught pictures are given to the detection
module. The primary work of the detection module is to
segment the input caught by picture and extract out the areas
and contain road lane patterns. With the help of color
segmentation division method unwanted background picture
can be removed. The segmentation is the first step of this lane
detection system. The main aim of this method is to detect the
lane borderline, layout, centers, etc. Initially, the images are
subjected to the segmentation that is carried out using
sparking method. Sparking process is utilized for automatic
segmentation of lane images through the computation of
optimal threshold.
Assume an input image I of size x × y, which undergoes
sparking process [27], for making it suitable to perform the
segmentation. An exponential kernel is utilized for converting
the input image into n images. The exponential kernel is
identified by converting the data into exponential function, as
follows,

 r2 
e1  exp  2 
 2 Pb 

xe denotes threshold value, m indicates row wise pixel
values, and n specifies column wise pixel values.
The optimal threshold is determined based on the sparking
image. In the Neighbor Pixel (NP), each column signifies the
pixel values of generated NPs and each row refer to the pixel
value of the current pixel. Using this criterion, NP matrix NP
[m,n] is determined in the sparking matrix with the count
value. After that, each pixel value from 0 to 255 is evaluated
with “S” to obtain the best threshold value. Considering T as
the threshold, the matrix C and D are constructed from the NP
matrix as:

C  T  T 

D  (255  T )(255  T )

(4)
(5)

The entropy of C and D is calculated for finding the
information gain for threshold T as,

1
HC   [ p(C ) log p(C )]
2
1
HD    p( D) log p( D)
2

(6)
(7)

Where, the probabilities of C and D are denoted as p(C)
and p(D). The addition of this entropy provides the cost value
of the selected threshold value as depicted in equation (8).
The maximum threshold value is chosen as the optimal
threshold for binarization, which produces the final
segmented image.
(8)

Where, S denotes the final segmented image.

(1)

(2)

,

 max (m, n)  max[x1 (m, n), x2 (m, n),..., xb (m, n) ,

S  HC  HD

where, r is the random integer of size 1× n, and Pb be the
threshold value provided by the user. The vector e1 is
normalized for obtaining the kernel function, expressed as,
1 n

 n  max(e1 )  e1   e1

k1   e 1n
 max(e1 )  e1

 min (m, n)  minx1 (m, n), x2 (m, n), , xb (m, n)

D. The Region Based Iterative Seed Method for
Multi-Lane Detection.
To feed the information presents in a picture, the
segmentation method, namely region based iterative seed
method, is utilized for the multilane identification, and this
method is depicted in this section. For this procedure, at first,
the input picture experiences segmentation using the sparking
method.

e 1

To obtain the sparking image, the input image J is rotated
to n different angles for generating n images of same size.
Thus, the obtained sparking image is represented as,

 new (m, n) 

 e   min( m,n )
255
 max (m, n)

where
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(3)

The sparking strategy is adapted in the picture to improve
the viability of the picture by utilizing an an estimated
threshold value. At first, the sample of input picture
experiences the sparking procedure for acquiring the
segmented picture and after that, approach, named area based
iterative seed, is utilized for recognizing the lanes. In the
region based iterative seed
approach, the picture is
partitioned into matrices, and
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the targets are chosen in random. After that, the
Bhattacharyya distance is calculated between the grids and
the targets. the grids that have that have least separation are
chosen and they have a place with the specific targets. The
Bhattacharyya separation can be used for deciding the general
closeness of the two samples and is utilized for estimating the
separability of classes and is more dependable than other
separation measures. This measure gives exact outcomes
while evaluating the final targets. Thus, the region-based
iterative seed technique identifies the patterns of roads and
lanes dependent on maximum occurred cases. Here, the
segmented image S is partitioned into grids of size 3×3, as
represented below,
E  E1 , E 2 ,..., E j ,  , E v 

(9)

From the partitioned grids, three grids, targets are selected,
and is expressed as,

T  T1 , T2 , T3 

(10)

The Bhattacharyya distance is adapted for computing the
features in a two pattern recognition problem. The grid points
indicate that have belong to the relating targets are averaged
to form the target at the next iteration. The technique is
repeated until the last targets are determined, and after that,
grouped to separate the lanes from the roads based on the
nearest neighbor distance measure. The closest neighbor
distance measure is simpler to implement and executes in less
time. The closest neighbor distance measure is simpler to
implement and executes in less time.
E. Bhattacharya Distance Separation
The distance between the grid points and the targets of the
road is calculated using Bhattacharya distance [1]. It is used to
measures the similarity of two probability distributions. Here,
the Bhattacharya distance selects the grids among the n
number of centroids that matches best with the points and
select the target with minimum distance. Calculation using
Bhattacharya distance separation method is shown in figure
4.The equation which is used to calculate the Bhattacharya
distance is given as
  1     2  1  r  r 
1  1   2 E  2T
BD E , T   ln  2  2  2     2E T 2    2 E T 2 
4 4  T  E
 4   E   T  4   E   T 
(11)
where, BD(E,T) is the Bhattacharya distance between the
grid and the target ,
th
 2 E is the variance of the E distribution,
th
 2T is the variance of the T distribution,

E
T

is the mean of Eth distribution,

is the mean of T th distribution, and
rE and rT are the kurtosis of the centroid.

The distance calculated by Bhattacharya
separation method is belongs to particular target.
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distance

Fig. 4. Distance Calculation using Bhattacharya Distance
Separation Method.
F. Hough Transform
For the feature extraction used in image analysis, digital
image processing, and computer vision, the Hough transform
is used. The Hough transform uses the voting procedure to
detect the damaged instances of items within a certain class of
shapes. The Hough transform is used to find lines, different
shapes like circles or ellipses and identify the positions of
arbitrary shapes. A two-dimensional array algorithm is used
in linear Hough transform to detect the existence of a line and
it is also called an accumulator. The line can be detected by
the formula
r = a cos θ + b sin θ
(12)
The r and θ are considering quantized values in the pair
(r,θ). The (r,θ) of the line can be calculated by applying the
Hough transform algorithm to its neighborhood pixel at (a,b).
The result obtained from the Hough transform is
two-dimensional matrix with values of quantized distance r
and quantized angle θ. Each element of the new matrix
obtained has a cost equal to the addition of the points or pixels
that are located on the line represented by quantized
parameters (r, θ). The edges of images are improved by
introducing the intermediate stage by using the Hough
transform. Different shapes like circle, ellipse, etc. can also be
finds and represents by the set of parameters by using Hough
transform [17]. For the circle, the Hough transform finds the
set of radius and center. The different curves and ellipses can
also found using the same method of Hough transform and
expressed in the set.
G. Lane Detection
The people who use the road (Vehicle drivers,
motorcyclist, and person on foot) can peruse significant
information from pavement markings. The information is in
three types word-marking, pictogram marking and
line-marking. Word-markings are usually used to deliver a
text message to drivers. Pictogram-markings are well
designed ideogram and present as understandable graphics,
e.g. bicycle lanes or bus lanes.
The line marking are used to control the traffic and it has
different shapes and colors. The solid yellow lines indicates
that the moving from the one lane to other lane is prohibited
and it represents the opposite direction of two lanes. While a
dashed yellow line enables drivers to switch between lanes if
they need to. White lines are generally painted on a
multi-path
roadway,
which
separate vehicles moving a same
direction.
Solid white line
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prohibits exchanging between paths, while path exchanging is

a)

allowed to over a dashed white line

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Experimental results of the proposed lane detection algorithm, (a) Original image, (b) Sparking image, and (c) Overlay
image detected by proposed region based iterative seed segmentation. Performance analysis of the proposed region based
iterative seed method based on image size, (a) Detection accuracy, (b) Sensitivity, and (c)
Specificity
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III. EVOLUTION MATRICES
The metrics employed for the analysis include Specificity,
Sensitivity and Detection accuracy and they are formulated as
follows,
A. Detection Accuracy
It refers to the average rate of correct lanes detected by the
algorithm against the ground truth information.
Tp  Tn
Accuracy 
Tp  Tn  Fp  Fn

(2)

where, Tp, Tn ,Fp and Fn, shows the true positive, true
negative, false positive, and false negative, respectively.
B. Sensitivity
It is a measure to identify correctly detected lanes and is
referred as true positive rates.
Tp
Tp  Fn

Sensitivity 

(3)

C. Specificity
It is a measure to identify the correctly rejected lanes and is
also known as False Positive Rate (FPR).
Specificity 

Tn
Tn  Fp

(4)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The step by step execution of the proposed framework is
displayed. Here observational results are characterized in this
unit of proposed framework.
Figure 5 depicts the proposed lane detection approach
against four sample input images from the database. Figure 4
a) shows the original images, b) shows the sparking images of
c) shows the final overlay image detected based on the
proposed method. Performance analysis of the proposed
region based iterative seed method based on image size, (a)
Detection accuracy, (b) Sensitivity, and (c) Specificity.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed model is used for integrating the results
obtained by two phases for multilane detection. In the first
phase, the multi-lane detection is performed using developing
a novel segmentation method, named region based iterative
seed, for the detection of multi-lanes from the images based
on an iterative approach that depends on the Bhattacharya
distance, and the neighborhood distance measures. This paper
plans a strategy for helping the Driver-assistance system for
preventing the accidents. The lane detection is done by
utilizing the proposed entropy based fusion model for
identifying numerous lane.
Here, an iterative procedure is followed to determine the
optimal targets, and finally the lanes are detected by merging
the grids based on neighborhood distance measure. Besides,
the performance of the proposed method is measured based
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on the metrics, such as detection accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity. The simulation results of the proposed method are
compared against the existing techniques, and the proposed
region based iterative seed outclassed other techniques by
achieving maximum detection accuracy value of 0.9889,
maximum sensitivity value of 0.9916, and the specificity
value of 0.8863.
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